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North Carolina Standardized Test Preparation
Due to the pandemic, experts have come to believe that digital tools are increasingly important for improving learning outcomes.
Perspective | Ed tech as a way to help close North Carolina COVID learning gaps
But Duke University economist Michael Munger challenges the notion that the test has nothing to say about a person. “The SAT saved me twice,” Michael told me. “First, it brought me to Davidson ...
Standardized Tests: Merit-Based and Even Life-Saving
The State Board of Education and the Department of Public Instruction are working on changes to the state's testing and accountability system to accommodate for students' learning challenges ...
Standardized Tests Coverage
Outdated textbooks, not enough teachers, no ventilation – for millions of kids like Harvey Ellington, the public-education system has failed them their whole lives.
The Tragedy of America’s Rural Schools
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — The majority of North Carolina public school students taking standardized state exams ... year-over-year comparisons with the tests taken during a school year marked by ...
Data: Majority of NC K-12 students taking state exams failed
The percentage of students who were considered "proficient" on North Carolina end-of ... usually face for receiving low test scores — including pausing the practice of assigning schools a ...
Fewer Than Half Of NC Students Passed Statewide Exams For Reading or Math This Spring
North Carolina has an evaluation system that factors in student growth as measured by test results. Board of Education vice chairman A.L. Collins, a critic of the state practice of linking test ...
New federal education law could mean changes for NC schools
Teachers in three North Carolina counties report their students ... experts believe such digital tools are increasingly important as standardized test results show the typical U.S. student ...
North Carolina Educators Praise UAE-based Alef Education For Closing Math Learning Gaps With Its Innovative Digital Platform
Opposition to U.S. school districts’ widespread practice of judging teachers’ skills based on their students’ standardized test scores has ... a license agreement with the SAS Institute, a North ...
Houston Schools Must Face Teacher Evaluation Lawsuit
The teacher shortage has been a growing for years, but the pandemic has worsened it. Many schools are opening this year with vacancies.
As Teacher Shortage Grows, Schools Opening Without Key Educators
More than 31,000 new coronavirus tests were reported complete on Thursday. A total of 1.9 million tests have been completed in North Carolina ... student-athletes to practice on our campuses ...
Coronavirus live updates: Here’s what to know in North Carolina on Aug. 6
Since March 2020, not a single student in South Carolina has experienced ... produced by a set of standardized assessments. The academic learning reflected in that test data is important, and ...
PSTA Statement on Release of 2020-21 School Report Cards
Last year, like many schools, Parker-Varney navigated months of remote learning, in which standardized tests were disrupted ... from Utah to Michigan to North Carolina are getting more involved ...
Emerging from the pandemic, districts look to expand personalized competency-based education
But it ranks second on our list of master’s universities, in part by enrolling 15 percent more Pell recipients than the student body’s standardized test ... in North Carolina that ranks ...
A Different Kind of College Ranking
North Carolina lawmakers introduced a bill in ... He had 100s on all his report cards, he aced standardized tests, and he was involved in extracurriculars, including two sports — so why did ...
Hair means freedom: How a new Charlotte law would empower people with natural hair
The majority of North Carolina public school students taking standardized state exams in ... making year-over-year comparisons with the tests taken during a school year marked by limited in ...
Data: Majority of NC K-12 students taking state exams failed
Teachers in three North Carolina counties report their students, who are trying to close math learning gaps caused by COVID-related school disruptions, are making progress thanks to an innovative ...
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